The site plan
The east-slope and the Iron Age buildings in the western part of the area
The east-slope and the Late Bronze Age buildings
pottery from the east slope 2009
a, Iron Age red slip ware; b-e LBA mycenaean pottery
Selected small finds from the east-slope 2009
The Persian period grave
The temple area
Pottery from the settlement in the temple area
A carinated goblet (upper vessel) and a biconical painted jug (lower vessel)
Scarabs from the settlement in the temple area
The oven in the deep trench
EBA pottery 2009, and the deep trench in the temple area
The MBA palace
Room I/2009 within room 11
MBA pottery from the southern palace, room 11 (above) and from the MBA-II house (below)
Pottery from the deep trench in room 8, palace - among others Levantine painted ware
The LBA palace
The MBA II-house on top of the MBA II-palace rubble
The northern front of the MBA II palace
I-i-16; FS 36; KL 5
painted vessel from the child-burial

I-i-15/16; FS 48; KL 22
painted vessel from room 3

I-i-15/16; FS 54; KL 28
sealed base of a vessel

Pottery from the northern part of the palace
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sealing from a handle
The deep trench east of the palace
The western part of the deep trench east of the palace. Plaster floor and storage vessel in situ.
The western part of the deep trench east of the palace